Apply the [[noreturn]] attribute to main as
a hint to eliminate destructor calls for objects
with static storage duration
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Motivation

Overview
When a main function returns, the std::exit() function is invoked and all static storage duration
objects are destroyed (§3.6.1p5).
Nonetheless, many deeply embedded program environments are not intended to exit from main.
For these environments, the cleanup after the return from main is inefficient.
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Proposed Solution

This document proposes small changes in the standard text to reflect that noreturn on main could
be used as a hint to denote an application that never exits. When using this attribute on main,
the destructors for objects with static storage duration and functions registered with std::atexit
will never be invoked. Implementations may utilize this hint and take advantage of its optimization
potential, like minimizing the code size and registrations, if any.
The wording proposed in this section presents new language deleted text shown in this way.
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Modification to the standard text
1. [basic.start.main] Add a note in paragraph §3.6.1p3
The function main shall not be used within a program. The linkage (3.5) of main is implementationdefined. A program that defines main as deleted or that declares main to be inline, static,
or constexpr is ill-formed. The name main is not otherwise reserved. [Example: member
functions, classes, and enumerations can be called main, as can entities in other namespaces.
end example] [Note: main function can also be declared with noreturn attribute (7.6.3). –
end note]
2. [basic.start.main] Add a new paragraph §3.6.1p6
If the main function is declared with the noreturn attribute and the program odr-uses (3.2) the
function std::exit, the program is ill-formed; no diagnostic required. [Note: This implies
that destructors for objects with static storage duration are never invoked (3.6.3). – end note]

3. [support.start.term] Modify paragraph §18.5p6
Implementation limits: The implementation shall support the registration of at least 32
functions. [Note: If the main function is declared with the noreturn attribute (3.6.1), calling
the atexit() function has no effect, since the functions so registered are never invoked. –
end note]
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Future Work

This proposal makes no mention of the behavior with regard to std::at quick exit function since
it does not involve the destruction of static storage duration objects. Nevertheless, another very
likely proposal could introduce the idea of relaxing the implementation limits of at least 32 functions
for std::at quick exit (§18.5). This will give a hint to implementers to save memory, the same
as this paper suggests for std::atexit function.
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Discussion

Despite the fact that [[noreturn]] attribute can be applied to non-void return type functions,
applying this attribute to main function could be seen as a contradiction since it actually returns a
signed int. Because of this, it might be worthwhile to discuss new signature versions of main, like
[[noreturn]] void main() { /* ... */ }
and
[[noreturn]] void main(int argc, char* argv[]) { /* ... */ }
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